Eliminate data center planning activities.

Accelerate your multicloud strategy.

Put your data as close as possible to your applications.

Transform your Oracle data into powerful outcomes.

**OPTIMIZE YOUR ORACLE DATA INFRASTRUCTURE WITH DELL APEX DATA STORAGE SERVICES BLOCK**

Common roadblocks preventing Oracle data infrastructure modernization:
- Unpredictable data growth
- Limited IT staff time and resources
- Risk of business continuity
- Reduced performance and security

Key service parameters include:
- Procurement and deployment
- Testing and provisioning
- Administration and management
- Application development
- Business agility
- Customer experience

43% of data managers indicate the amount of resources spent on ongoing database management severely limits their business competitiveness.

• Supports a wide range of structured, traditional and modern Oracle workloads.
• Simple configuration, monitoring and management from a single Console.
• Robust security options with Data at Rest Encryption (D@RE) via self-encrypting drives.
• Respond dynamically to changes in workload requirements.
• Designed for 99.9999% availability.

Simplify your storage consumption.

Scale on demand.

Gain flexibility and control over your Oracle storage.

Manage your entire as-a-Service journey on demand.

Continue your Oracle data infrastructure modernization journey.

Dell APEX simplifies the process of purchasing, deploying and maintaining infrastructure for Oracle applications. With the flexibility to deploy block storage through an as-a-Service model, you can spend less time on:
- Scalable, on-demand storage resources combined with the enterprise-class features, control and security of infrastructure located on-premises or in a Dell-managed interconnected colocation facility.

Pay for what you use. To meet the dynamic demands of Oracle applications and data, Dell APEX provides reliable, elastic storage resources, available on-demand, with the ability to scale capacity utilization up and down. Single rate transparency with no overage penalties for on demand usage above your base commitment.

Single place for you to subscribe, provision, operate and monitor all Dell APEX Data Storage Services Block workloads.

To learn more about Dell APEX Data Storage Services Block for Oracle.